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A previous Newsletter contained
an article discussing new
residential buildings in historic
areas, with one of the examples
given being Great Bow Yard in
Langport. At the time, the focus
was on the eco-friendly and
innovative new build element of
the scheme, which incorporated
twelve homes and was hailed as
a breakthrough in green, modern
but sympathetic design on a
sensitive riverside site. Recently
I was invited to view the second
phase of the development, the
conversion of an existing
historic warehouse.

The development site had been
derelict and unused prior to its
purchase by the Ecos Trust
(formerly the Somerset Trust for
Sustainable Homes), and was a
worry to Langport residents. The
site was unattractive to
developers; not only was the
ground contaminated and
populated by protected badgers,
but the existing buildings left over
from the former industrial use
were in a terrible state.

The Trust managed to
circumnavigate the difficulties in
phase one of their project.

However, the great
challenge lay in phase
two, the conversion of
the existing building.

The warehouse was a
real challenge to the
developer. Parts of the
building had no roof,
and the whole was in
a state of disrepair.
Ivy was rampant, and
afire had damaged the
building. The Trust
followed a course of

action which should be best
practice to all those taking on
historic buildings: each element of
the building was repaired to the
highest specification using
traditional materials where
possible, and where necessary
modern materials which are clearly
new but echo the industrial history
of thewarehouse. Examples of this
include new timber and glazing
entrances, and unhidden steel
boxing for wiring and services. The
watch-words throughout were

‘minimum intervention’ – a
favourite phrase of conservationists,
but all too rarely apparent in
practice. The resulting restoration
is simple, clean and most
importantly does not detract at all
from the character of the building.

A great success of the Great Bow
Wharf development has been the
mixture of uses on the site created
by the retention of the historic
building alongside the residential
section. The warehouse has offices
in the upper stories which are
home to diverse small companies
including the Trust itself, whilst
the ground floor incorporates a
cafe-bistro facing onto the river,
and meeting spaces for conferences

or community gatherings. These
spaces are well used by local
groups, who are able to hire them
at a great discount. In this way the
community of Langport and the
surrounding area have been
attreacted to Great Bow Wharf,
giving a vibrancy to the site so
rarely seen in modern housing
development. The residents of the
eco homes also use the building,
and are integrated with the wider
community.

 When one thinks of modern
housing schemes which lack such
facilities and bear no relation to
their surroundings, it becomes
clear that E c o ' s  have achieved
something quite special in
Langport.

Ela Palmer would like to thank
Charles Couzens and Corina Reay
of the Ecos Trust for taking the
time to show her Great Bow
Wharf. The Trust have further
projects planned and nearing
completion in Somerset. For more
information please visit
www.ecostrust.org.uk.

A Visit to Great Bow Yard By Ela Palmer

The inviting entrance to Great Bow Wharf, showing old
and new in harmony.

Before and after



ASHTAV members, other interested societies,
and representatives of the national bodies
English Heritage and SAVE Britain’s Heritage

gathered on Wednesday 9th of September to hear
Dave Chetwyn, planning consultant and Chair of
the IHBC, and Polly Hudson of Polly Hudson
Design speak about ways a  small community

can get involved in the planning
system. Chairing the day was
Malcolm Airs, head of the new
Centre for the Built Environment,
which has been part funded by the
legacy left to ASHTAV by its
founder Herbert Lane.

Protecting Local Heritage
A report of the Oxford Seminar by Ela Palmer

Photographs by Peter Allen
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Prof.essor Malcolm Airs

Polly Hudson has been working on research with
the backing of the Centre for the Built Environment;
her focus has been on the local historic environment
and methods of engagement. The work that she
does, using modelling and imaging to engage
communities and inform councillors and planners,
involves hands on exhibitions, digital media, colour
coded mapping and other small scale resources that
aim to bring the historic environment to life.

Polly spoke about two particular projects which
started from completely different stand points.

At the Building of Bath Museum, she created a very
visual and hands on exhibition using both models
and digital media, predominantly photographs. The
aim was to show the community that all of their
built environment was historic in some way, and
map the changes that had come about over the years.
After all, only by understanding historic change can
we go on to understand the impact of future change.
The exhibition was  funded predominantly by

passionate love of heritage on the part of the local
authority.

The Building Exploratory in Hackney, on the other
hand, came about slowly and
through he hard work of
volunteers. When the project
was conceived, there
had been little
community
      engagement
       in the
        Historic

Environment
for years – ten local
list buildings had been

Dave Chetwyn was the first to speak, and began by
outlining the types of community groups who would

 usually  have a role in the local
 planning  and policy

process, and the policies that they
could  influence locally and
regionally. His focus was on
effective political influencing; as
  he said, planning is a political
 activity, and community
 groups must speak the
    right language to
 successfully articulate
     their opinions. Groups
 have to   understand spending
 priorities for the local
 authority, keep on top of
     projects  and proposals,
 and be consistently
       involved in policy and strategy
       consultations. Dave felt that
        currently heritage protection for
          unlisted local assets is weak –
 but  that community groups
 could   make a difference by
 undertaking    assessments
 and providing an
 evidence base to help
 planning  authorities make a
 difference; this  gives elected
 members and  planners
       useful knowledge that they
 may not  find elsewhere. This

participation   prior to any development or
decision    making is important – so often
planning consultations take  place with a
‘final proposal’ already   decided by the
authority. Local groups  should be proactive
in eng ageing a  wide audience to
strengthen their  ‘political’ voice –
the wider the  membership or
outreach, the more credibility
statements will have as they
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as they truly come from the community rather than a
few faces with strong views. Having community
representatives panels and local authority groups can
help, as can partnerships with other local
organisations.
-a combined voice is a strong voice!

Dave ended with a few conclusions and starting points
for community groups wishing to have influence in the
planning process:

- Be clear, focused and relevant

- Be constructive; point out the good and support
creativity

- Be consistent; void arbitrary preferences and
personality led opinions!

- Understand the priorities of the authority

- Reach out to the public and have a true
‘community voice’

- Make being involved in planning fun for those
who may not usually get engaged with the subject...
and finally

- Don’t live the stereotype!

demolished in just one year, and the people of
Hackney were largely ignored in the planning
process. It was suggested that a museum of the
built environment, similar to that in Bath, would
help kick start engagement; this was certainly the
case, as everything now in the exhibition has been
built by local volunteers and trades people; 700
residents are involved!

The exhibits allow the community to see the
evolution of their place, but also uses the residents
own knowledge to track change and mould the
exhibits according to their own interests. Polly
admits that funding was at first difficult to come
by, but is convinced that the Exploratory has been
worth it – bringing local people together,
providing education, being accessible to all, and
most importantly portraying heritage and the built
environment in a different and FUN way!

Polly went on to explain the various methods of
exhibition, and stated that the mapping and
information used should be available from local
authorities and their Historic Environment
Records. An amazing animated map was shown;
the map followed the fate of an area in Hackney
from prehistoric times to the present day, and
could be used to show the impacts of future
change. ASHTAV members were astounded by
the obvious opportunities this mapping offered.

Polly said that although this particular technology
was currently expensive, community groups could
use 2-D map layering and colour coding to show
change, and also use physical models built from
cheap, recyclable materials – she showed us one
she had made earlier! Her final exhortations to
ASHTAV members were to use the tools to show
both the past and the future of the built
environment, engaging communities and council
members, and creatively informing the planning
process.

Both Dave and Polly were enthusiastic about the need
for communities to engage with and protect their local
historic environment, and their presentations left
ASHTAV members with plenty of tips for use in their
own areas.

After a very good lunch and lots of networking, the
afternoon sessions took the form of discussion groups,
with each group answering (or at least focusing upon)
the same questions:

- What experiences has your society had whilst
working with local authorities in attempting to
protect heritage? Do you have a conservation officer
in your area?
- What, if any, tools or methods do you use to
enhance protection of your area?
- What methods could be useful to you in the
future?
- What national, regional or local support is there
to help communities protect heritage – and what
do we need?
Each group discussed the questions, and in a plenary
session
gave their views on protecting local heritage. The
main
points answering each question were as follows:

Question 1:

- Most local societies have a good relationship with
the local authority, and are consulted.

- Many planning applications or major develop-
ments
seem to have been decided before consultation;
communities have to be reactive.
- Societies are sometimes involved in policy,
through
creating guidance such as Village Design State-
ments or character assessments.
- There are Conservation Officers or at least some-
one designated to deal with heritage at most local
authorities; however, many of them are now
young and inexperienced following retirement or
redundancy of older, more experienced officers.
- Those officers who have been in post can influ-
ence
effectively; perhaps too effectively, as some may
have been ‘pushed out’ due to district in their level
of influence?
- Societies would be keen to have more of a rela-
tionship with local authorities, and give many pos-
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Question 2:
-  National or local initiatives are used to
 engage people in, and promote, heritage:
 examples include Heritage Open Days,

Town Walks, or exhibitions.

- Most societies have websites and use the
media to campaign; however, the demise of
many local

- papers in favour of websites means that
news is less ‘immediate’, and more easily
ignored by the public.

-  Awards are popular, and focus attention on

and encouraging.

- It is very difficult to engage with schools, as

-  teachers are not interested unless a topic
 directly relates to the curriculum.

Question 3:
- Creating guidance and holding important in-

formation about local heritage would be
 useful for a society to achieve, as outlined in

Dave’s talk; this would give more evidence
for use in lobbying.

-    Mapping is exciting! Many societies see that
they could use the basic levels discussed by
Polly in her talk to make heritage protection
more accessible, and engage with a wider
audience.

-   Partnership does already take place, but
could be extended – projects are more likely
to be successful when many different groups
are involved; plus, this may attract more
funding!

-     Organisations such as Building Preservation
or Development Trusts could be set up to be

proactive in rescuing and promoting heritage
in a local area.

Question 4:
-  There are national groups who will provide

support for community groups; they include
ASHTAV, SPAB, English Heritage et al, and
also the Civic Societies Initiative although
this may not continue.

-  HELM (Historic Environment, Local
Management), an English Heritage initiative,
was
seen as a focus for training, although some
societies

-  doubted that the tool was meant for them; it
is seen to be directed towards local
authorities and elected Members.

Best of all, ASHTAV could provide training
and in- formation to members on these
issues!

The full report of the afternoon sessions will be
available on the website: www.ashtav.org.uk.

It was agreed by both delegates and speakers that the
day had been interesting and informative, and that it
would be1ideal to have a follow-up training session.
ASHTAV is already discussing this possibility with
Dave Chetwin and hopes to be able to publish some
guidance for societies who would like to protect and
promote their local heritage.

ASHTAV must thank Kellogg College, especially
Malcolm Airs and Jitka Fort, for the lovely venue
which was of interest to all attendees, and for their
organisational skills. The day ended with a tour of
the Centre for the Built Environment and the Herbert
Lane Room which houses a library; we are sure that
Herbert would have been proud of both the Centre
and the event, and be wishing all ASHTAV
members success in achieving proactive protection
of the historic built environment.

positive examples of creativity and action from
Conservation Officers and Members



In the beginning

During 2003/4 Kirkby
Lonsdale & District Civic
Society recognized that the ques-
tion of windfarms in the Lune Val-
ley and surrounding area was
likely to arise.  The committee
therefore
determined to try and establish the
opinions of members on this emo-
tive subject by means of a question-
naire.

The following conclusions were
drawn from the results of the ap-
proximately one third of the mem-
bers who responded:

· Offshore rather than on-
shore windfarms

· Complete protection from
windfarm developments in
the National Parks and
AONBs

· Strong protection from de-
velopments in other upland
areas of Cumbria and the
Lune Valley, perhaps allow-
ing for a few very carefully
sited and small windfarms
in areas of low sensitivity

· No developments near
Kirkby Lonsdale and its
immediate area

· A talk specially organised
by the Society on the merits
and demerits of windfarms
in general.  (A talk was sub-
sequently given to mem-
bers by a recently retired
director of a national ener-
gy company with responsi-
bility for windfarm
developments, which put
the case for and against)

The Society took these conclusions
as its mandate for action when
planning applications arose. It be-
came a member of the local Action
Group (FELLS).

What we did next

When Windfarm Plans are submit-
ted to the local Planning Authority
for developments within our area
of interest, our actions are as fol-
lows:
1. The Committee examines the
detailed plans to determine wheth-
er, in its view, unacceptable dam-

age would be done to the
landscape, and whether there
are any other factors which
would weigh against such a de-
velopment.
2. If so, we submit a formal
objection to the
Planning Authority.
3. Details of the plans are pub-
licized in the Society’s Newslet-
ter and members encouraged to
object
individually.
4. We liaise with FELLS and
give assistance if
appropriate.  For example we
submitted evidence to the Pub-
lic Inquiry on the Armistead
Windfarm, which was coordi-
nated by FELLS.
5. We do not actively cam-

paign against proposals, but try to
influence others when the opportu-
nity
arises.

The questionnaire and extracts
from the covering letter which gen-
erated the above policy are over-
leaf.

Windfarms
How Kirkby Lonsdale tackled contention.
By Dr Ken Humphris

The previous issue of ASHTAV News reported extracts from Kirby Lonsdale and District Civic Society’s ex-
cellent newsletter. Dr. Ken  Humphris recounts how the society reacted to a windfarm planning application
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It is very likely that over the next year or two the
Civic Society will be expected to give its reaction to
quite a few planning applications for windfarms in
the hills around the Lune valley and in nearby
Cumbria.

We know that the issue of windfarms is a sensitive
and controversial one. For this reason, and so that we
don’t have to consult our members every time an ap-
plication which demands our comments comes in,
we’d very much like to have your opinions about
some of the various aspects of wind energy. We will
then be in a much better position to respond with the
confidence that we know much more about how you
feel.

1. Each statement is accompanied by five boxes
2. They range from ‘Strongly Agree’ to ‘Strongly
Disagree’, with intermediate positions in between.
3. Please consider each Statement and then choose
the one box which most closely reflects your opinion.
4. Occasionally you may have difficulty in choosing
a position, maybe because you would want to attach
some kind of condition to your response of the ‘it all
depends on…’ sort. If this should occur then choose
the box which most represents your position and
write your ‘conditions’ in the space for Comments at
the bottom of the questionnaire.
5. Any more general comments would also be wel-
comed

· I have no firm opinions about windfarm developments in general, either for or against. For me
it’s not a major issue.

· The Government is right to push for rapid development of wind energy

· National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs)  should be completely

· protected from windfarm developments

· ONLY the AONB’s and National Parks should be protected from windfarm development

· All upland areas of Cumbria and the Lune Valley should be protected from windfarm

· development

· Windfarms should be permitted on a very few but unobtrusive sites in Cumbria and the Lune
Valley that are outside the National Parks and AONB’s

· Wind turbines are aesthetically beautiful when sited in the right places

· I would object to any windfarm development near Kirkby Lonsdale

· The Civic Society should only comment on windfarm developments from an aesthetic point of
view

· I find it hard to make up my mind about the arguments for and against windfarms in principle

· Offshore windfarms should be developed in preference to onshore ones

· If they are inevitable, I would prefer a few large windfarms to many small ones

· I regard myself as being thoroughly up to date on the arguments for and against windfarms

· I would welcome a special Civic Society Talk on the pro’s and con’s of windfarms

WINDFARM SURVEY

The windfarm questionnaire was designed and the replies analysed by one of our members with an
extensive background in marketing.  Kirkby Lonsdale and District Civic Society would be happy to try
and help any other society who wanted to do something similar.
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ASHTAV was
co-founded by Herbert
Lane and his legacy ena-
bles its work and his
vision to live on into

the 21st century.

What shaped a man
like Herbert into the
campaigner and war-
rior who devoted
his life, energy
and money to
the characterisa-
tion,

preservation and  sustenance of
small towns and villages?

Education opened Herbert’s eyes.
He was a Londoner. Herbert’s
parent could afford a private
education for their eldest son and
Herbert was sent to Felsted School
near to Braintree in Essex. But, it
was wartime and the school and
Herbert were evacuated to premis-
es near Goodrich Castle. What bet-
ter place could there be to
appreciate the glories of the Eng-
lish countryside and its villages
than the Wye Valley in Hereford-
shire? No doubt the French would
call it “L’Angleterre profonde”.

 Herbert Lane was bright and he
went up to Lincoln College, Ox-
ford, to study  for his degree in
Economics.  Later  hewent on to a
Language School in Heidelberg to
learn German, needed to complete
his Doctorate in Economics at the
University of Cologne where his

thesis had to be presented in Ger-
man. Precious few other students
moved from Britain to devastated
Germany in the years that followed
World War II.

Travel was an enduring delight
throughout Herbert’s life. Getting
timetables, planning itineraries,
recording when trains and buses
were late, and keeping detailed
notes on everything he saw was
second nature to this tireless think-
er.

His first journey was to Switzer-
land in August  & September 1946.
Herbert didn’t hop onto a plane as
we might today, but he went over-
land starting with a boat trip from
Dover. What did he find?

“Little to report until Calais which
was very badly damaged [at least
60% of what was visible from the
railway]. The dock area was flat

and the town entirely destroyed as
far as the Hotel de Ville. Beyond
Calais the route lay through roll-
ing country (mostly chalk), quite
intensively cultivated. There were
numerous quarries in the hillsides.
We passed through the outskirts of
Wimille, a moderately sized coast
resort, to Boulogne (skirted by a
tunnel). Nearly half of the inland
industrial area had been destroyed.”

So, here was Herbert, the econo-
mist, measuring the damage the
war had caused to industrial infra-
structure. He came from a wasted
London, he saw a wasted Europe.
But that pastoral interlude in

Goodrich had registered. He con-
tinues, “The line continued to
run
through rolling countryside
(open
and therefore quite unlike Eng-
land with its hedges)…” Here is
Herbert, the characteriser of ru-
ral heritage. After he had passed
through Amiens, he was back
into the pastoral scene and not-
ing, “There were no signs of war
anywhere”. Densely packed,
larger settlements had been

razed but the countryside and the
villages survived with their patri-
mony largely intact. Soon, Herbert
moves on from France and the ef-
fects of war into the peace and or-
der of Switzerland. He
summarised France in five

“Impressions”. Here are two that
may point to the future champion
of small places:
v The villages were usually

grouped around the church.
Few houses stood outside
the villages. Many of the
houses were of low stand-
ard

v The towns were haphazard,
but not as ugly as many in
England.

The problems of reconstructing
war-ravaged Europe fascinated
Herbert and he spent several
summers travelling extensively
across Europe through to Turkey
and Asia Minor to gain an

The Making of Dr Herbert Lane, the Campaigner for Small Places

Ed Grimsdale
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understanding of this subject,
knowledge that was organised by
his advanced studies in Germany.
Herbert was a talented linguist so
he mastered not only German but
also French, Danish and Spanish
and had encountered Finnish.
Such skills were used by Herbert
to talk to the locals and gain their
opinions at first hand. It is
noticeable that the reports on his
journeys moved from entirely
factual to being leavened with
asides about his travelling
companions when he was en route
to Turkey in 1950.

We in ASHTAV remember
Herbert the man who spoke to
everybody and who never failed to
give his own views on a
subject however out of
step either with

shibboleths or current opinion.
Herbert was unflappable, all
experience was grist to his mill. In
deepest Turkey:

“At the station we were met by a
policeman. We walked along the
railway and along a widest main
street with trees on
either side. We slept
the night in the police
station. The police
were very helpful and
hospitable.”

Dr. Herbert Lane was
an unusual
child of his time. He
saw his home city of
London scarred by
German bombing and
much that he valued
was reduced to rubble.
The war took him and

his school west into
some of the finest

scenery and villages that
England could offer.

After graduation, Herbert
could afford to travel
widely across Europe and
he saw the devastation of
swathes of towns and cities.
Yet, Generals had
frequently failed to stoop to
conquer smaller habitations
where life, little disturbed
by the distant
pandemonium, carried on to
the quieter beat of the four
seasons. Its heritage
remained, but post-war
redevelopment
concentrated on Europe’s
towns and cities. Rural
Heritage became an
inconvenient truth, but
nothing would silence
Herbert Lane, the volunteer

champion of smaller places. His
death amongst fellow thinkers in

“The Volunteer” Inn in Herbert’s
chosen home town of Chipping
Campden was sad, but appropriate.

Chipping Campden Market Hall

The Volunteer
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The news that the Civic Trust had gone into
administration in May was greeted with mixed
feelings by Civic Societies around England. We at
ASHTAV were disappointed, especially as we had
begun working closely with the Civic Trust for the
first time in many years and had hoped that a new
era of communication would follow. However, there
were some societies that felt the Civic Trust had not
catered to their needs; these societies were mainly
those of small towns and villages, and many are our
own members.

The Civic Societies Initiative (CSI) has been set up in
the wake of the Civic Trust to find a ‘way forward’
in provision of support for Civic Societies. The CSI
is lead by Tony Burton, ex-National Trust and well
known to be a leading light of heritage policy; he
was involved in the creation of Heritage Link, now
an indispensable part of the heritage world.

The CSI is being funding chiefly by the National
Trust and the Esme Fairburn Foundation, and has un-
til May 2010 to establish what exactly the Civic Soci-
eties of today want from a national body; and
whether they actually want one at all. Consultation is
ongoing, and many ASHTAV members may have
been to one of the CSI discussion days.

Following the demise of the Civic Trust, ASHTAV
has initiated a dialogue with CSI and others to
explore how our organisations can complement each

other to provide the best support for every size of
settlement. ASHTAV will continue to provide
support for smaller communities, and we feel that we
are well placed to extend our support to those
societies left without a network. As members know,
our main driver is the belief that we should all be
proactive in protecting and enhancing the places in
which we live and responding to change.

We met with Tony Burton to discuss the CSI, and
ASHTAV’s role in supporting Civic Societies. It was
felt that there were three points to be addressed for
the future:
Provision of a national lobbying point;
Establishment of a network and efficient
 communication;
Provision of advice and support to societies.

ASHTAV serves this purpose for smaller
communities, but the need for an overall network
will be under review at the CSI conference in
Blackpool on the 16th of October. We hope that the
views of local groups are taken fully into account
when options are discussed; ASHTAV will certainly
be in attendance, flying the flag for towns and
villages, and endeavouring to make sure that the
problems of the old Civic Trust are not repeated in
any new organisation. We have some questions to be
answered on the day, and perhaps if members have
views they could get in touch with us:

The Civic Societies Initiative and ASHTAV
reported by Ela Palmer

Do we need a new organisation when there are already many
national and regional groups providing specialist support?

How will national and regional organisations link up and com-
municate, and how will information be efficiently distributed to
all societies?

Who will lead the civic society movement forward – regions,
national or local groups?

What do the communities in towns and villages really need – and
is it different from societies in larger towns and cities?

Contact ASHTAV with your ideas and thoughts:
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Police  House  to  private
residence backed by inspector

An inspector has issued a Lawful
Development certificate for pri-
vate residential use of a former po-
lice house. The local council
contended that the ancillary use of
the former police house could not
continue independently once sepa-
rated from the principal use with-
out planning permission. The
appellant responded that the sta-
tion and dwelling constituted a
mixed use, and was therefore legit-
imate. The inspector reviewed the
history of police houses and pin-
pointed two significant factors.
The first was that in the early 90’s
the arrangements were altered to
establish that a police tenancy was
only
available on application by an of-
ficer, and the second was that the
two parts had never had connect-
ing doors, so to all purposes they
operated separately, so no change
of use had occurred.
DCS  No:100-062-375

Care community allowed in
countryside

Permission has been granted for
redevelopment of a site that has
been a
timber yard, next to a large village
in Sussex to become  148 retire-
ment units, eight affordable hous-
es, a 50 bed care home, a shop, a
medical centre open space and a
communal building. The site was
part of strategic gap between vil-

lages and the council wished to re-
tain that status.

The inspector recognised that the
gap would be impacted but was rel-
atively wide, and opined that devel-
opment would not fundamentally
alter the gap’s nature or lead to per-
ceived coalescence. There were
other factors also: the regional spa-
tial strategy indicated a need for
more homes and no indication in
the core strategy of how the need
for increased care homes would be
met.

The site was unsuited to open mar-
ket housing and would shortly be-
come
vacant. The inspector stipulated an
obligation specifying the minimum
age of occupants.
DCS  No:100-062-136

Window boxes found to clutter
design

The retention of window boxes at a
listed building has been refused
permission following a ruling that
they detract from the finesse of the
architecture. The inspector noted
that they are not
traditional on Georgian buildings.
He appreciated that some people
might consider them to add charm
to an
otherwise formal composition, but
in his view, however, they created
an uncharacteristic clutter, detract-
ing from the simplicity and finesse
of late 18th, early  19th century ar-
chitecture. He opined that the
building’s true beauty was already
marred by 20th century shutters,
but accepted that, because they
probably pre-dated listing, they
were likely to remain. He took note
of customers’ and local residents’
support and sympathised with the
appellants commercial needs, but
found nothing to justify changing
his view.

DCS  No:100-062-559

End of Terrace proposal refused

A proposal to demolish a two sto-
rey extension to an end of terrace
house on an estate and rebuild
house, thus
taking up the side garden, has
been refused.

The appellant claimed that the side
garden was not important in main-
taining the estate’s character or
landscaped setting. The inspector
disagreed, noting that the property
was part of a densely packed and
uniform setting. In her view, the
garden space played a part in re-
lieving the featureless terraces .
The provision of parking spaces in
front of the houses would not be
an attractive addition to the street
scene. Given the large number of
side gardens on the estate, an unat-
tractive precedent would be set.
The cumulative effect would be to
erode the area’s quality.
DCS  No:100-058-258

Small workshop accepted in the
countryside

The change of use of building in
the countryside has been permit-
ted despite the rural location. The
inspector noted that P.P.S.7 sup-
ports the re-use of

The Inspector Says...
Selections from the planning press and comments by John Bishton
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appropriately located and con-
structed buildings where this
meets sustainable development
objectives. In this case, it was only
a short distance from the
village and enclosed by hedge-
rows and would help with employ-
ment
opportunities.
DCS  No 100-058-197

Barn with porch and first floor
windows

An inspector has rejected an ap-
peal for retention of a barn that
looks like a house as too promi-
nent in the landscape. He could
not see the need for an office,
washroom and workshop in the
barn. And he found the low level
of ventilation unsatisfactory. The
council thought it might be a Tro-
jan horse. However, the inspector
said that what was before him was
an application for a barn, and any
subsequent
applications would be dealt with
on their own merits. He refused
the
appeal as inappropriate to the
needs and harmful to the country-
side..

…………………
Window changes at
listed school refused

Alterations to a listed
schoolroom’s window sill height
have been refused. The inspector
acknowledged that con-
siderable pleasure might
be afforded to users of
the room if they could
see out of the window
when seated. The room
is attached to a school-
house. The inspector con-
sidered that the proposed
alteration would disrupt
the symmetry of the
building and erode the
contained
character of the room.
She considered the im-
pact of the change would
be corrosive on features

that formed defining characteris-
tics of  a 19th century schoolroom,
where pupils could not gaze out of
the window.
DCS  No:100-062-093

Polytunnel turned down in
green belt

The appellant claimed that a neigh-
bouring paddock formed part of
his garden, and wished to erect a
tunnel 4m by 10m there. The coun-
cil claimed that this would extend
the garden into the paddock there-
by encroaching into the country-
side outside the curtilage of the
property, an unacceptable en-
croachment. The inspector agreed
with the council, saying that this
would lead to a material change of
use of the land and reducing the
openness of the area.
DCS:  No. 100-057-666

Listed cottage colour not
acceptable.

The owner of a grade 2 listed cot-
tage has not succeeded in gaining
retrospective permission for paint-
ing the stucco a mid blue. The in-
spector agreed with the council
that it was inappropriate. Other
buildings in the street are painted
with gold, buff and yellow colours.
The blue had no historic justifica-
tion, being a departure from previ-
ous creamy brown or yellow, the
local palette. The cottage adjoined
a Grade1 listed church of local
limestone. The inspector conceded
that the use of listed building legis-
lation to control colour could be
seen as over-zealous, but held that
in this case it caused harm to the
house and its setting.
DCS  No: 100-057-659

Replacement of a school by
houses not acceptable

A proposal to demolish a school
and replace it with two houses was
rejected by the inspector who
failed to find
sufficient justification for this.
The appellant claimed, too readily
said the inspector, that conversion
was uneconomic. And the council,
in rural Scotland, has a policy of
restricting new building in the
countryside unless it is necessary
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to meet local needs or is replace-
ment. The inspector was also con-
cerned that the design proposed
did not respect the character of the
area, whereas the school was a sub-
stantial
structure of granite and slate. In
his view, design and detail were
important in maintaining the sense
of place.
DCS  No:100-058-100

Garage and store ruled out be-
cause of impact

A detached garage and store with-
in the cartilage of a grade 2 listed
cottage in a Dorset conservation
area have been refused by the in-
spector at appeal, on the grounds
that this would adversely affect a
historic sunken lane. The inspec-
tor decided that the design and sit-
ing would not adversely affect the
listed building’s setting. But they
would affect a nearby sunken lane
or “holloway” with historic and
landscape importance. The founda-
tions were likely to affect the root
systems of trees along the route

and compromise the integrity of
the sylvan setting.
DCS  No:100-057-029
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But we do (for the moment) still
have one great legacy from the

TCPA

Plans for replacement of a house
and cottage in the Surrey Green
Belt have been refused by the in-
spector.  The appellant argued the
aggregate floor space of the two
replacements would be smaller
than the originals.  The inspector
could find no policy support for
the cumulative floor space propos-
al. It was necessary in his view to
consider the replacement
building’s impact in comparison
with the original building. In the
case of the cottage he agreed with
the council that it would entail a
material increase contrary to green
belt policy. In his view the new
building would appear considera-
bly larger than the cottage, creat-
ing a bulky and
prominent feature in the landscape.
Moreover, he considered the or-
nate neo-Georgian design would
mean that it would lose all sense
of subordination to its neighbour.
It would appear incongruous and
harmful to the character of the ar-
ea.
DCS  No:   11-059-262

Retention of locally listed
building backed by inspector

The demolition of a locally listed
building has been rejected by an
inspector. The proposal was to re-
place it with
fourteen studio flats. The inspec-
tor held that the appellant should
have considered retaining it with
sensitive
adaptation. Its demolition would
erode the history of the area and
its contribution to the townscape.
No evidence that the business was
performing badly had been ad-
duced, and its loss would affect
the prosperity of the area.  There
was also a flood risk.

DCS  No: 100-
259-212

Plastic windows
refused at

unlisted chapel
not in

conservation
area

An inspector has
rejected an appli-
cation for plastic
windows for a
chapel built in
1867 in rural Lin-
colnshire.  It is a
mainly red brick
building in an
exposed position
on a main road.
The inspector
thought it a fairly
rare example of
an unaltered
non-conformist
chapel of the pe-
riod.  Such win-
dows would be incongruous and
materially detrimental to the local
heritage.
DCS  No:100-059-095

Residential conversion of church
permitted

Permission has been granted for
conversion of a grade 2 listed
church after consideration of the
impact on visitors to the graveyard.
The inspector agreed that the im-
pact on visitors was a

material consideration. Part of the
graveyard had been deconsecrated
to make a garden, partly screened
from burials. The pressing need to
find a use for the church weighed
in favour of granting permission,
despite the Council’s anxiety
about the adverse effect on visitors.
The inspector presumed people
living in the church would be re-
spectful of burial services and visi-
tors to graves.
DCS  No:  100-059-044
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Many amenity societies  and parish councils cannot
justify the resources to produce and maintain a web
site of their own, but recognise that a simple web
presence would be useful.

A new person to a community wanting to contact
their Civic Society or Parish Council will likely trawl
the net as their preferred search mechanism.

ASHTAV offer to produce and host for members a
simple web presence - a single page emulating a post
card with some text, say a society's objectives and
contact details, together with a picture or two.

Newent Civic Society (below) are our guinea pig
‘web presence’ and are at:
www.ASHTAV.org.uk/Newent.HTML. There is al-
so a link from our members list on the main ASH-
TAV web site.

It takes several weeks for to permeate the web, in
Newent's case it took 31days before  the Google
search “found” Newent Civic Society.

If your society or PC would like to take up this free
offer please contact:

Dan Wild
2, Warwick Court,
Abbey Road
Malvern
WR14 3HU
01684566543
danwild@danwild.net

Free Web Presence Hosted by ASHTAV
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Newent Civic Society
WHOARE WE?

-The Newent Civic Society was founded in 1985 as an off-shoot
of the History Society to provide a strong, well-informed

voice to protect the town from second-rate development.

-Our aims are to:
PROTECT our fine listed buildings.
ENSURE changes to the town respect Newent's uniqueness
as a small, historic market town.
WORK with other local groups to improve Newent for its
citizens and visitors alike.
ACT as an independent watchdog of the public interest in Newent.

- We are registered and active with ASHTAV and CPRE.

MEMBERSHIP is open to all who share our passion for maintaining
what is best about Newent as the town grows and develops.
Current rates (8/09): Individual £3, Family£5

For more information please email:

Keith Urch (chairman) at urchrus@aol.com
or
Ginny James at vljames@onetel.com



We have been busy at
ASHTAV archiving
back numbers of the
Newsletter onto the
web site
(http://www.ashtav.or
g.uk/archivesearch.ht
ml)

We see many news
letters from members
that have very worth-
while articles that war-
rant preservation and
our experience may
be useful to members
who run their own
web sites.

We started a few years
ago by extracting arti-
cles and manually se-
lecting key words and
titles for indexing.
This was time-
consuming and
inefficient.

With broadband being
almost ubiquitous
there is merit in up-
loading all the past
issues of ASHTAV
News as Permanent
Document Files
(PDFs).  These can be
read as a whole news
letter or searched through an inter-
nal search engine.

Most commercial printers require
a PDF to print which is usually
converted from a Desk Top
Publishing (DTP) programme,
some word processing
programmes also have that facility,
so obtaining a PDF version is not
a barrier.

For some older newsletters scan-
ning may be the only option.  In
which case it is essential to scan to
PDF format not image, and run
Optical Character Recognition
(OCR), as search engines cannot
search images, only text.

Finding a suitable and cost- effec-
tive search engine to search within

the web site was a problem.  Most
are familiar with Google, which
works well for standard web pages
in Hypertext Mark Up Language
(HTML) and for Flash files, most
of the ASHTAV web site is written
in Flash; but it doesn't search
internal PDFs.

www.FreeFind.com was our
answer, although it doesn't search
Flash files it searches PDFs and
HTML files very efficiently, and
that's the format of our archive.

The web "spider" visits the site and
builds a database or "index" of
words. This index is then used to
form the search results when a user
runs a search. News letter back
number PDFs must be linked from
a central reference HTML page as

the search engine spider crawls
through links to find pages and
orphan files are invisible.

There is a free version which car-
ries advertisements, or a subscrip-
tion version, advert free, with
additional support, for $6pm. The
additional support includes a
weekly log of searches.  There is
one small disadvantage, the search
engines only points to the first
page of a PDF.  A second search is
then required using the PDF
reader search engine.

A tutorial on secondary searching
can be seen on
www.ashtav.org.uk/arch
ivesearch.html.

Archiving News Letters
By Dan Wild
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Funding success for Discovering
Places
It has recently been announced
that the Olympic Lottery
Distributor is investing £16million
through LOCOG (the London
Organising Committee of the
Olympic and Paralympic Games)
in six of the 'major projects' for
the Cultural Olympiad, including
Discovering Places led by
Heritage Link. Discovering
Places' position as a major project
in the Cultural Olympiad means
that for the first time the
environment sector is taking a full
part in a UK cultural festival and
is a demonstration of London
2012’s commitment to
sustainability for London 2012 and
to legacy. It is important that
historic towns and villages get in
on the act – they are as much a
part of England’s culture as urban
centres, and very deserving of the
extra profile and support that
Discovering Places could bring.
For more details see the website:
http://www.heritagelink.org.uk/di
scovering-places-2012-cultural-
olympiad/, or call Heritage Link
on 0207 233 0500.

People need gardens!
Findings of a new Ipsos MORI
survey, commissioned by the
National Trust show that over 70
per cent of the population think
that spending time in gardens is
important for their quality of life.
Given the choice, many would
rather spend time in their gardens
than in front of the television or
shopping. The overwhelming
majority of the public (80 per cent)
also believe that children should
learn about gardening and
growing at school. These findings
and others will be presented in
Space to Grow: why people need
gardens, a new report from the
National Trust. The report
concentrates on NT gardens, but
the information could be useful to
those wishing to protect town and
village open spaces, or even guard
against those dreaded back yard
developments.

Promoting Participation
The Department for Culture,
Media and Sport (DCMS) met only
one of its three targets to reach new
audiences by increasing the
number of people from under-
represented groups who visit the
historic environment by 2007-08.
DCMS did, however, meet its
target to increase the number of
people from black and minority
ethnic groups visiting the historic
environment, by delivering a 3.4
per cent rise over the period 2005-
06 to 2007-08. The other target
groups were people with limiting
disabilities and those from lower
socio-economic groups. ASHTAV
wonders if the DCMS are
approaching the targets in the
wrong way; thousands of people
from all groups visit historic towns
and villages every year, and are
surrounded by history. Why do
they go? Because these places are
beautiful and interesting! When
will the DCMS wake up to the fact
that ‘historic environment’ is not
all about English Heritage
properties, but applies to a wide
range of places?

Eco-towns
Sites in Hampshire, Cornwall,
Norfolk and Oxfordshire have
been chosen to house the new Eco
Towns, and will go forward for full
public consultation and local
planning approval. Sites in
Whitehill-Bordon in Hampshire, St
Austell (China Clay) in Cornwall,
Rackheath in Norfolk and North
West Bicester in Oxfordshire could
provide zero-carbon settlements –
including shops, restaurants and

public buildings – for up to 30,000
people. Kate Gordon of the
CPRE’s said: ‘From a list of
deeply worrying and
unsustainable locations, the
Government has chosen to go with
the least damaging, which is
encouraging.” ASHTAV hopes
that any future development will
have a minimum impact on
surrounding communities, and
perhaps involve the use of existing
buildings; should all Eco
development be on completely
new sites? See page XX for a
successful Eco-combination of old
and new.

Prince resigns from Society for
Protection of Ancient Buildings
following row over restoration
Prince Charles has resigned as
patron of the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings
after a disagreement over the way
in which new design for old
buildings should be approached.
The prince was asked to write a
foreword to The Old House
Handbook, a guide to care and
repair by Roger Hunt and
Marianne Suhr published recently
in association with SPAB. But in
his piece, the prince argued that
new work to old houses should
always be in the original style, an
opinion out-of-step with that of
SPAB, which supports using high
quality new design for additions.
Following an unsuccessful
attempt to have the foreword
edited, it was dropped and a new
one written by SPAB secretary
Philip Venning, resulting in the
resignation.  Venning said SPAB

had been reluctant
to alter the foreword
but that it clashed
with its long-held
views in support of
‘good modern and
vibrant’
architecture.
ASHTAV has a lot
of respect for the
Prince’s work in
planning, and a
recent ASHTAV
website blog

Extracts from Heritage Link selected by Ela Palmer
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discussed the Prince’s
Foundation for the Built
Environment and their approach
to regeneration. However, we
would always encourage good
modern design rather than
pastiche. This is an interesting
example of an old debate – like
for like, or bold new design?
What do ASHTAV members
think

Charity launches campaign to
find the nation’s top ten
endangered buildings.
The Victorian Society is
launching its annual appeal to
find the nation’s top ten
endangered Victorian and
Edwardian buildings. It is calling
on people across the country to
nominate buildings at risk in their
local area. Buildings that have
been nominated in previous years
have included pubs, swimming
baths, stately homes, former
workhouses, many churches and
chapels and a large number of
threatened Victorian schools.
Buildings don’t have to be listed
to be nominated, and many good
Victorian buildings aren’t listed
as the criteria for listing 19th
century buildings is very strict -
but they should be at risk,
perhaps of demolition, from
insensitive development or
simply neglect. Buildings can be
nominated in the following ways:
via www.victoriansociety.org.uk;
by uploading a photograph and a
description to flickr;
www.flickr.com/groups/thevictor
iansociety; by emailing
community@victoriansociety.org
.uk or by post: 1 Priory Gardens,
London, W4 1TT.

Treasury to review Listed
Places of Worship grant
scheme
In the wake of the EC decision on
VAT in March, Heritage Link’s
placesofworship group expressed
concern to the Prime Minister
over the future of the Listed
Places of Worship grant scheme,
the scheme that since 2001
recompenses VAT on
maintenance and repair work to
listed places of worship and
associated eligible costs. The
LPOW scheme was an interim

scheme brought in until a
permanently reduced rate of VAT
of listed places of worship could be
secured in Europe. That possibility
is now even more remote. The
scheme has provided welcome
relief to those faced with raising
enormous sums for maintenance
and repair of historic churches and
done much to save valuable
community buildings. It is
estimated that grants through the
scheme contribute about £1m every
month across the country and
attract approximately four times
that amount by way of investment
in jobs, craft skills and facilities
that benefit the local community.
We hope that this scheme will not
be ditched by the government, as
this could lead to an increase in
redundant churches, churches at
risk, or at least many difficulties in
maintaining a local church.

English Heritage: Affordable
Rural Housing
Following the publication in July
2008 of the review of the rural
economy and affordable housing
by Matthew Taylor MP and the
Government’s acceptance of most
of its recommendations, English
Heritage has released guidance on
the successful integration of
affordable housing schemes in
historic rural settlements.
‘Affordable Rural Housing and the
Historic Environment’ is made all
the more timely by the publication
of the Government’s plan for
economic recovery ‘Building
Britain’s Future’, which included
new investment worth £1.5 billion
to construct 20,000 additional
affordable homes over two years.
The guidance is available in PDF
format on the HELM web site at
www.helm.org.uk/affordablerural
housing, together with an initial set
of case studies and a research
report commissioned by English
Heritage from Forum Heritage
Services, which examines the
implications for the historic
environment of affordable housing
provision in rural areas. Hard copy
format is expected later in the year.
A report on this is planned for the
next ASHTAV newsletter, and we
will be taking a great interest in
affordable housing in rural areas;
many members have expressed

concern on the subject, especially
about the re-use of historic
buildings to provide housing.

Civic Trust awards set to
survive
It has emerged that the Civic Trust
awards will continue. The move
follows the demise of the Civic
Trust which went into
administration in April after losing
a £2.2 million government contract
for the Green Flag awards.
Malcolm Hankey, former built
environment manager at the trust,
has successfully negotiated the
release of the awards from the
administrators to secure their
future. The scheme will continue
to operate independently and will
be registered as a community
interest company. The transfer of
the awards also includes a
commitment to preserve the 50-
year archive of past winners,
which forms the basis of the Built
Environment Network, a web
based information resource for
schools, higher education, built
environment practitioners and the
general public.

CBA releases Community
Heritage Toolkit
A new resource for community
archaeology and heritage groups
has just been made available via
the CBA's award-winning
Community Archaeology Forum
(CAF). Created by Rosie Crook of
Working Heritage, the Heritage
Toolkit contains numerous step-
by-step suggestions of fun,
interesting and affordable ways of
engaging groups and communities
with their local heritage, including
using oral history and film,
exploring old photographs,
making an A-Z gazetteer of your
local area, and even excavating
molehills! More information can
be found on
www.britarch.ac.uk/heritagetoolk
it or by contacting the CBA on
01904 671417. This sounds like a
great way to get people involved
in heritage and in consequence
create more interest in the local
built environment; if anyone has
used this toolkit do get in touch
with ASHTAV as we would love
to hear first-hand how it works!
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There must be
literally
thousands of
village halls
across the
country looked
after by dedi-
cated, volun-
teer
management committees. Some of
these halls may have been
revamped for the millennium or
even new halls may have been
built. Cookham’s village hall was
actually built in 1936 in the Art
Deco style. The architect actually
lived in Cookham, so was under a
certain amount of pressure to get
it right. The Hall was a gift from a
village philanthropist, Colonel
Pinder-Brown and was given the
name the Pinder Hall in memory
of his late wife. Lord Meston
opened the hall and in his talk
said that Cookham now had a
centre where young men and
maidens could come and dance in
the evening and middle-aged
philanthropists and old fogies like
himself could troop in and tell
each other that the world was
going to the dogs. Nothing much
has changed there then.

Right from the beginning there
was badminton and keep-fit which
has continued to the present day.
The only difference is that for
keep-fit the ladies wore a uniform
of blue silk dresses with peasant
style lacing in the bodice, while
the uniform is now more inclined
to baggy track suit bottoms and
trainers.

Over the years there have been
many concerts; in the 1930s Joyce
Grenfell, who lived locally on the
Cliveden estate, had a charity
concert. For a Cookham Festival
Desmond Wilcox and Derek
Jacobi came and performed a
variety of readings, and more
recently Kit and the Widow gave a
very amusing evening of
entertainment and made several
comments about the hall
comparing it to a scout hut - and
we had only just redecorated it and

bought new stage curtains.
The hall is now used for a
multitude of activities Pilates,
badminton, Keep-Fit, parties, Film
Shows, Pantomimes and Plays,
Quiz Evenings, the Women’s
Institute, Exhibitions including the
annual Art Club Exhibition,
Dinners, Wine Tastings, Meetings,
Bazaars and Fairs. It is also used as
the Polling Station during election
time, which means that the school
does not have to be closed for the
day, much to the disappointment of
the local children. The Blood
Transfusion Service visits two or
three
times a
year and
during the
gardening
months a
nursery
comes
from
Spalding
to sell
plants and
shrubs.

The hall
itself has
a stage
with stage
lighting
along
with a kitchen. There is also a
Green room, which doubles up as a
meeting room and a small office
which in the past was used by the
Parish Council, but now is rented
out to small businesses, currently
to someone who does
massage - not that sort of massage!
A sound loop is now available in
line with the Disability
Discrimination Act (1995), the Act
also meant that a new disabled
toilet had to be installed. Then the
Licensing Act 2003 came along
with complaints from village halls
all over the country.

Our wonderful secretary went on
courses to become the hall’s
“publican” along with a motley
mixture of others including the
headmaster of Watford school.
The school had a small bar for the

sixth form, but government
legislation measured the size of
the
area to be licensed as being the
area of the whole school. The
madness of the rules seems to
have
now quietened down, so to keep
us on our toes from July 2009 the
government have decided to
change the rules again, which they
tell us will be an improvement.

With Health and Safety the hall is
also now full of stickers, this
started with the No Smoking ones,

but has had to be extended to the
tea urn with Danger Hot Water,
fire extinguisher signs, exit signs
and a myriad more. One sign was
Danger Asbestos as there was a
small amount found on the roof.
The trouble was the sticker was
put on one of the beams of the
hall, which meant that there was
sudden panic by the users. It has
now been removed.

We are very lucky to have a
talented committee with people
who know about such things as
boilers, maintenance, health and
safety, woodwork and
professional Accountancy.

A village hall really can be the
centre of a village.

How to run a Village Hall
By Liz Kwantes
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English Heritage has conducted a
large-scale investigation into the
state of the nation’s conservation
areas.  They invited all local au-
thorities across the country to sub-
mit information regarding the
threats facing conservation areas
in their areas and have compiled a
list of the main issues.  These in-
clude unsympathetic replacement
doors and windows (which oc-
curred in  83% of conservation
areas),  poor highway works or
paving (60%),  street clutter
(45%), loss or unsympathetic alter-
ations to boundary walls, fences or
hedges (43%), loss of original fea-
tures or materials
(38%),  unsightly  and badly
positioned  satellite dishes
(38%), the effects of traffic calm-
ing or traffic management
(36%), unsympathetic alterations
to the fronts of buildings which
included pebble dashing of brick
buildings, painting of brick and
removal of historic
details (34%), non-historic roofing
materials and loss of chimneys
(34%), unsympathetic new exten-
sions or alterations (31%) and the
impact of advertisements (23%).

They advised that councils use the
powers they already have to apply
Article 4 Directions in conserva-
tion areas, giving them control
over small changes to things like
doors, windows, roofs and fences,
which, unchecked, lead to slow
but irreversible decline and that
councils pay more attention to the
public elements.  Unfortunately,
the research showed that only 15%
of Conservation Areas have actu-
ally seen an improvement since

2006 and that 13% of Conservation
Areas have an Article 4 Direction
which can prevent plastic
windows and doors and other
small-scale but damaging changes.
These Directions can mean that
permission is required for these
changes which would otherwise
not need consent.

They noted that it is also important
that there be conservation area
appraisal conducted which clearly
define the character and appear-
ance of an area and the elements
which make it special.  However,
only 54% of Conservation Areas
have an Appraisal, or one in the
making. Councils have also been
shown a lack of enforcement
action being taken.

Approximately 36% of Conserva-
tion Areas had seen enforcement
action within the last three years
requiring unauthorised works to be
rectified.  Part of this is a council
issue but there are also issues with
community support for the conser-
vation areas.  Up to 45% of
Conservation Areas have no for-
mal community support.

All of this is rather worrying.  Not
only does it suggest that conserva-
tion areas are fundamentally at
risk, but that the public to a large
extent allow the deterioration to
continue.  However, the impor-
tance of conservation areas cannot
be over-emphasized.   A  recent
survey of estate agents carried out
by English Heritage reveals
that unsympathetic replacement
windows and doors, particularly
plastic/PVC,is the single biggest

threat to property values in con-
servation areas. They also felt
that original features tend to add
financial value to properties and
78% of agents think they help a
property to sell more
quickly whilst three-quarters
believe that a well-maintained
conservation area adds to the val-
ue of the properties within it.

What with the lack of Conserva-
tion Officers across the country, it
is vital that local communities get
involved in the protection of con-
servation areas – the founding of
‘friends groups’, or the production
by groups of area guides or town-
scape assessments could help to
keep unsympathetic change to a
minimum.  Local amenity
societies, groups and the general
public can help to identify
neglected buildings in
conservation areas, and, where
appropriate, push the local
authority to take statutory action.

We would encourage our mem-
bers to help protect conservation
areas in any way they can, and
would be happy to advise on the
steps to be taken. Members should
also have a look at the English
Heritage report themselves; they
may find a conservation area near
them that is at risk! Conservation
areas are part of the historic fabric
of an area and are set up to help
protect our heritage.  Their
continued maintenance and
improvement should be a high
priority for any local authority or
resident.

Conservation Areas at Risk
By Ela Palmer
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ATHERSTONE Civic Society
Summer Newsletter is concerned
about recycling – in particular the
proposed biomass plant/anaerobic
digester on Red Shale tip in
Merevale Lane – but relief that the
application had been called in.  It
was hoped a public inquiry in the
autumn would be an opportunity
to air concerns before an Inspector
and that any such development
would have minimum impact on
both community and countryside.

The AGM in April was preceded
by an explanation of recent hanges
to planning regulations by one of
the District Planning Team.  They
learnt it had caused headaches for
those within local government as
well as those outside the system!
It is a totally new approach, key
areas ripe for reform being speed
of decision making - whilst taking
account of spatial planning and
sustainability, which requires con-
sideration of the effect on the
community.  Also highlighted was
the vital concept of the “Core
Strategy” which needed to be
based on sound evidence.

An account of the Society’s visit
to the Bosworth Battlefield fol-
lowed – their history-packed
guided walk giving details of the

famous Battle of 22nd August 1485.
Richard had marched from Leices-
ter with 12,000 men, whilst Henry
had travelled from his landing in
West Wales.  Details included the
amount of food required by men
in armour; their consumption of
squirrels; the effects of arrows and
their removal; how a well-wielded
sword could slice through man or
horse; the term “turncoat” having
originated from combatants’
practice of switching allegiance by
literally turning their coats inside
out; the armouring of a horse’s
feet to cause maximum injury by
trampling opponents – the origin
of the term “to run roughshod”.

A second outing was planned to
Tissington Hall, a fine Jacobean
house in the Peak District, con-
taining woodwork by

Chippendale, extensive panelling
and family portraits, the estate pre-
siding over the village with its
duck pond and green, and occupied
by the Fitzherberts for 500 years,
its fine gates wrought by Robert
Bakewell, Derbyshire’s celebrated
smith.  They were to return via
Ashbourne, home of the Shrove
Tuesday ball-game which now has
a purpose-built platform, erected in
1998, bearing on its side an inscrip-
tion of George Porter’s 1891 song

”, the writer having lost an
arm in its pursuit some years
earlier!

The town is to participate in
HODs, opening the Hartshill
Wharf in cooperation with British
Waterways and Cencentral, their
tenant.

Judy Vero completes the
newsletter with the sad news that
not one owner of any building in
their Conservation Area has re-
sponded to the Townscape Herit-
age Scheme – despite the offer of
assistance towards the cost of reno-
vating a shop front being raised
from 25% to 75% of the total.

CORSHAM Civic Society’s
“Spotlight” leads on their AGM
and a presentation by Dr. Keith
Robinson, Chief Executive of
Wiltshire County Council - invited
to give an overview of the new uni-
tary authority - a talk which led to
an intense Q&A session!

 The Planning Committee report
their delight that the Rudloe Manor
restoration was to proceed, the
planning application to create two
apartments, other accommodation,
plus ten new dwellings having
been approved. An introduction
follows to their newly elected
Chairman, Michael Rumsey, who
is pleased to lead the Society into

its 47th year!  Born in Corsham,
raised in Box, fourteen years were
spent watching steam trains as they
sped towards Brunel’s Box
Tunnel.

Reports follow of two meetings –
in March Paul Connell of
Chippenham Heritage Museum
spoke on the discovery of “the
bombs” – developers previously
warned of their possible existence
by a local farmer! Three were
found - jettisoned during WW2.

On a balmy June evening David
Smith entertained with a History
of Cricket, the Corsham ground
having produced two Test players,
Sep Kinnear and Big Jim Smith.
Preparations for HODS were
complete - visits, talks and walks
having been arranged to include
an exhibition of the Olga Leh-
mann murals which still decorate
the walls of Spring Quarry.

A review follows of “Corsham
Facts & Folklore”, researched and
written by the editor of Spotlight,
Pat Whalley.  There is a fascinat-
ing recollection of family history
imparted by Hugh Dunsterville,
whose Goldney grandfather once
owned most of Pickwick village;
this followed sadly by an obituary
to Chairman, Les Davis, whose
gallant determination to think of
others before himself remained to
the end.

Memories of Jim Shergold, whose
parents moved to Corsham in or-
der to run a fruit/veg & fish shop
makes interesting reading; their
simple 1950’s pleasures – making
rafts to sale on Corsham Park lake,
plus their trip to the local cinema -
where one friend paid a shilling
(5p) who, as the lights dimmed,
went down to open the emergency
exit and let in all his friends!

 Peter Tapscott records his search
for Corsham’s water source at
Loxwell Farm, it being
C.T.Mayo’s waterworks company
which had piped water to Cor-
sham back in the 1890s.  There
were other beneficiaries as Eng-
lish Heritage describe a Cistercian
Abbey founded at Lockswell in
1151.   Altus Engineering, a local
company, has been the subject of a
photographic

News from Member’s Newsletters
Edited by Anne Locke
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exhibition at the TIC, its Manag-
ing Director for 22 years, Maurice
Reed, being the first to create a
mould both programmed and
manufactured by Computer Aided
Design (CAD/CAM) in 1977.

Mandie Stone provides a biogra-
phy of Slade scholarship student,
Olga Lehmann, referred to above,
who in 1943 was commissioned by
the Bristol Aircraft Co. to go 150
ft. underground into the quarry to
paint murals on the walls of the
canteens – to boost the morale of
those producing high
performance Centaurus engines
for Hawker Tempest war jets.
Lastly, eight productions are list-
ed, filmed in Corsham and the
surrounding countryside since
1987, a list which includes Re-
mains of the Day and A Respecta-
ble Trade.  Visit
www.Corsham-Civic-
Society.co.uk

The cover of CREWKERNE
Civic Society’s June magazine
features Trevor Shears’ drawing
of the Lucombe Oak – still stand-
ing as the magazine went to print.

We learn that Peter Lodge has
succeeded Jean Pakes as
Chairman, with a key concern be-
ing the need to cherish their envi-
ronment, including that oak!
However, having watched as the
oak’s root structure was exposed,
members saw signs of extensive
rotting but their request for an in-
dependent second opinion dis-
missed.  But which trees around
Crewkerne are protected by a
TPO, and if not, should not the
Society apply for one?  Likewise
buildings - given the recent partial
demolition of the Victorian Sports
Hall at Wadham School?   The
Clutter Clearout of the town centre
now shows real evidence of suc-
cess.  New metal bins have letter
box apertures - to discourage
people  depositing domestic refuse
- plus a “stubber” plate for
cigarettes, anchored to the
pavement and finished in black
and gold.   Matching fingerposts
are soon to appear in three central
spots – the Society having contrib-
uted £500 from its own funds.  The
removal of signs has been slow

due to ongoing discussions be-
tween District & County, but
progress is being made, with 50
poles and signs removed so far –
the urge to remove more under
cover of darkness having been re-
sisted!  Funding bids for a Com-
munity Notice Board at a cost of
£5,000 are also described. Mean-
while Martin Pakes’ Clutter Team
are planning Phase 2 of the project.

Four members went to the Civic
Trust Seminar in Bristol and found
it particularly interesting to hear
first hand how other groups were
confronting important issues in
their areas, arriving home tired but
inspired.

The motto of the ABCD Commu-
nity organisation being “

an Open
Forum heard an extension to the
Conservation Area was amongst
recommendations;  the Traffic
Management scheme had been
rejected by County Highways and
discussions with the Town Council
on shared space had not been well
received!  A further four items
were under consideration, and
eight other matters put forward for
future consideration.

 The 37th AGM was attended by
over forty who, whilst disappoint-
ed their Mayor - Mike Best - had
been unable to leave Guernsey due
to fog, had all the longer to meet
new members and discuss fresh
ideas.

April’s meeting also started with-
out a speaker, Paul Oaten of
Wessex Water taking two and a
half hours to drive from Bath!
However, eventually they heard of
the 11,400 km of pipes serving 1 ½
million customers across
Somerset and Dorset from coast to
coast – and a plea to use non-bio
washing powder! Questions
flowed thick and fast, such as
whether a dishwasher used a
similar amount of water to manual
labour and whether they had the
capacity to cope with all the new
housing developments – the an-
swer being “yes” to both!   Paul
was thanked and wished a better
journey home.

23 members (a group containing
no less than five Chairmen, the
first, present and three in between)
gather east of Charmouth for an
evening visit to Stonebarrow,– all
rewarded by seeing the purple
haze of thousands of Orchis morio
– the green-winged orchid.   Also
in April, members provided
guides for the Twinning
Association’s visitors from Igny
and Bures-sur-Yvette, focusing on
Crewkerne’s Blue Plaques, the
Society’s Millennium project.  A
rehearsal led to the inclusion of
many more places of interest, plus
the services of an interpreter!

 Two pages of  planning decisions
follow - relief that an extra black
horse logo on a wall surface had
been refused by the Conservation
Officer, plus three change of use
applications in the town centre.
The Society’s website may be
found at
www.crewkernetown.org/civicsoc
iety

KIRKBY LONSDALE & DIS-
TRICT Civic Society Newsletter
is much concerned with the recent
Public Inquiry into the Armistead
Wind Farm near Old Hutton.  This
overran as the developer of the
nearby Sillfield Windfarm scheme
felt that the cumulative impact of
both schemes should be consid-
ered – although a further Inquiry,
in Kendal, is to follow on October

13th into the latter scheme.  The
SLDC had recommended approv-
al and presented evidence first,
supported by Friends of the Earth
and S.Lakes Action on Climate
Change;   but the “Consortium” of
which the Civic Society formed a
part with the Yorkshire Dales
National Park Authority and
Friends of the Lake District
,benefited from evidence provided
by Geoffrey Sinclair – who was
both a very competent and experi-
enced witness.  In all there were 60
plus witnesses against the scheme,
who had raised over £17,000 in just
over seven weeks; co-ordination
had been excellent under the
direction of Dr. Mike Hall. The
Decision Letter is anticipated ear-
ly July.
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A visit to Casterton Cross and
Stone Circle was arranged for
members with the land owners,
led by Carol Howard, former Dep-
uty Head at QES and Secretary of
the Ingleborough Archaeology
Group, involving a two miles of
rough ground with steep slopes!

An article follows by Mike
Kingsbury on the listed buildings
of Mansergh (Domesday Book of
1086) although much earlier it was
the hamlet of Barbon, probably
derived from Old West Scandina-
vian meaning “man’s shieling” (or
hill pasture).  The Mannix & Co
Topography & Directory of
Westmorland, 1851, describes
“Mansergh township and chapelry
as a wild district” - twenty scat-
tered dwellings plus the village of
Old Town, about 3 miles north
west of Kirkby Lonsdale.  Mike
was particularly indebted to Wil-
liam Wilson, present owner of
Rigmaden Park, for his assistance.
Rigmaden, meaning “the maidens
ridge”, was bought by Christopher
Wilson in 1822.   He commis-
sioned celebrated Kendal archi-
tects, Francis & George Webster to
build him a house just above the
River Lune, completed in 1828,
which is listed Grade II.

Rigmaden Bridge was built in
1885 by Kit Wilson of Rigmaden,
in cast and wrought iron with
stone and brick, to connect his
estate on both sides of the River
Lune.  A private school, with
headmaster’s house adjoining,
was built by the Wilsons, an in-
scription on the lintel above the
door “1837 Laus Deo” meaning
“Praise God”.  It was handed over
to the parish in 1895 - school
attendance being 40.  The house
was lit throughout by electricity as
early as 1882, produced by a water
turbine manufactured by Gilbert
Gilkes of Kendal, fed from a res-
ervoir on the hill behind the house
and used to this day!  The Grecian
plasterwork of the interior was
lost when dry rot led to the house
being dismantled and reduced to a
roofless shell in 1948.   Three
chimney pieces and some mahog-
any doors were reused when the
house was restored to its former
glory in 1991-2.  The hamlet of

Old Town (meaning “the old vil-
lage” from Middle English
“aldton” on Old Scotch Road is
now very shrunken– an ancient
drover’s route for the transport of
cattle, geese, etc from Scotland to
London. It was also believed that
the same route was used by 6,000
retreating Scots escaping the failed
Scottish Rebellion of 1745. At the
edge of town is a listed milestone
denoting a distance of 3 miles to
Kirkby Lonsdale, 9/Kendal and
253/London.

Mike & Kate Lea of the Cumber-
land & Westmorland Antiquarian &
Archaeological Society are under-
taking a survey of historic finger-
posts of Westmorland. The Society
is to assist within the Rainbow Par-
ish.  Some have been lost or
replaced, but some have been
restored to their original condition
whilst TLC required to return the
others to their former splendour.
At least two in the district have
been replaced in the past year by
modern “Cumbria” fingerposts,
though both have been retained
and could be returned.  The
oldest surviving ones date from
1898 – they were made of cast iron
by Joseph Bowerbank's Victoria
Iron Foundry in Penrith at a cost of
£2 each (modern replacements cost
around £1,000!) Around 30,000
signs in villages and towns have
been installed by the AA and RAC
between 1906 and the mid 1920's -
in the days before there was a stat-
utory duty on local councils.  At
the end of WW2 approx 600 were
left - today there are around 65 still
in situ, one of which is in Hutton
Roof (photo) probably by HH Day
and has embossed lettering.

LICHFIELD Civic Society
Newsletters of June/July give
members feedback on meetings of
West MASA and the Resident’s
Group, both of which dealt with
future planning proposals, also an
exhibition on “Section 106s Un-
covered”. They welcomed
having been invited by MASA to
participate in the RSS discussion
on housing in S and E Stafford-
shire in June, whilst the demise of
the Civic Trust and what might re-
place it was also on the agenda –
the feeling being that it was essen-

tial any national body should in-
clude representation from regional
organisations and priorities should
include influencing government
on planning, publicising the work
of the movement and supporting
local societies.

180 attended the May meeting of
the Resident’s Group, the audi-
ence given a concise summary of
current processes for development
plans.  Lichfield DC’s Neil Cox
explained the local situation and
reported on the significant
increase in responses to the draft
Core Strategy of 3,700.  A lively
comment session demonstrated
widespread concern about the
scale of housing and its impact on
communities, much of it within
the Green Belt.  The uses to which
Section 106 monies are to be used
have been prioritised – greener
public open space & infrastruc-
ture; environmental improve-
ments /enhancements; facilities
for young children & teenagers;
enrichment to character of parks;
community amenities;  youth ac-
tivities.  The District’s statement,
however, that “the  argument that
new growth would harm the
historic character of the city is
unsubstantiated by any evidence
from those who make the
argument...........preferred options
remain appropriate, albeit in the
south it would require taking land
out of the Green Belt” is ominous.
The demise of the Civic Trust and
its effect on HODS is covered.

In May no less than three officers
from the District were welcomed
to explore a range of conservation
topics.  The first, Alison Richard,
spoke of the Lichfield Parks
Project – important buildings to be
renovated, bowls pavilion re-
placed, new benches, lighting and
litter bins plus attention to the
bank edge of Minster Pool;
enhanced biodiversity promoted
plus a new woodland regime, all
to be explained via new interpreta-
tion boards and leaflets.  Dan Rob-
erts, Conservation/Urban Design,
was supported by Debbie Boffin
whose presentation “Patterns of
Places – What makes good de-
sign?” was well received and led
to many questions, one inevitably
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on the design of the new Tesco
store - which could have been
much worse were it not for Don
and colleagues!

July ‘s letter contains a prominent
obituary to their Hon. Secretary,
Peter Dodd, praise being heaped
on  his organising ability and gen-
eral support over the ten years he
had served on the Committee.

The so-called eco-town at
Curborough was the focus of their
last meeting before the summer
break, the Society remaining of
the view that it is premature to
come to a decision pending publi-
cation of the Council’s Local
Development Framework.   In ad-
dition it is mainly greenfield and
will create traffic problems.  The
Society awaits an update on the
Council’s actions on controlling
“A” boards in the city centre.

In mid-July members are to have
an opportunity to visit the Eras-
mus Darwin House, including the
parlour and study.  An in-depth
overview of LDFs (Local Devel-
opment Frameworks) follows – if
apathy does not exclude many
from participation then complex
strategy and language will!
Lichfield DC is now preparing a
second -- Government Inspectors
having rejected the first as having
an unsound evidence base.  The
Society contributed at the EIP in
Wolverhampton – reiterating their
concerns relating to housing de-
velopment up to 2026 - supported
by CPRE - “Lichfield’s heritage
was in danger of being swamped
in a sea of housing”.

NEWENT Civic Society newslet-
ter opens with urgent pleas for
more members to help with
general committee activities – a
situation with which many
societies are familiar.

There is a report on Heritage at
Risk, an EH Initiative designed to
promote the health of England’s
conservation areas.   Question-
naires were sent to local authori-
ties, local societies, and Newent
contributed their comments.   One
in seven CAs are now in decline,
or anticipated to be, but happily a

higher proportion, one in six, are
seen to be improving.  Major con-
cerns are unsympathetic replace-
ment doors and windows; poorly
maintained roads and pavements;
street clutter;  loss of boundary
walls, fences, hedges.  The Com-
mittee are of the opinion that curti-
lage areas edging new housing
estates also merit protection and
are pleased their actions success-
fully stopped such an enclosure a
few years ago.

A further attempted enclosure is
being taken up with the planning
authority but they, and
Gloucestershire Highways, appear
reluctant to pursue it!

There follows an obituary to Janet
Tomalin, who as a young Ameri-
can became marooned in London
in 1939 by WW2.  Growing up in
Vermont on the family farm, her
independent spirit perhaps a neces-
sity with three older brothers.
Married to an architect, she devel-
oped a keen interest in buildings
and the conservation of those old
and valuable.   Moving to Newent
in 1980, she lived opposite the Tan
House – the town owes her a great
debt of gratitude as she appreciated
its importance and conducted a
vigorous campaign to preserve it.

In February Mike Obst, Principal
Transport Planning Officer for
Gloucestershire CC was the speak-
er, the Society being keen to pro-
mote dialogue about HGVs using
the lanes and roads in the Newent
area - an HGV Strategy for
Newent.   Mike reminded members
that whilst a lorry might appear
lost or be using “a wrong road”, it
actually could be making a legiti-
mate local delivery!  A nuisance
lorry sitting and waiting may have
to do so because the business in
question cannot handle two lorry
deliveries at once!  So, whilst ac-
cepting recognised issues of noise,
vibration, pollution, excessive road
wear, visual and safety impact,
they have an economic value,
distributing goods, etc.  Whilst
some might take short cuts, drivers
are under time pressure and the
most appropriate route in road
terms may not be the most time-
effective.  Another factor in many

areas, like Newent, is that lorry
distribution centres may be locat-
ed where conflict with other road
users is almost inevitable – as a
result of farm diversification for
example and rural regeneration.
Freight Quality Partnerships have
been set up and the first Lorry
Management Zone in the country
has been created in the Cotswold
AONB and it is hoped a reduction
of HGV journeys on narrow coun-
try roads of 27 – 47% will be
achieved.   He suggested the Soci-
ety should participate when the
Local Transport Planning 3 Op-
tions Paper appears in October
2009.   Twelve parish councils and
an equal number of local HGV-
using businesses were invited to
attend the meeting, but only
Gorsely & Kilcot and Highnam
were represented.  An attempt to
promote a Newent Area FQP is on
hold at present.

Following the loss of The Sham-
bles Museum and TIC due to cost
cutting at FOD, Nicola Greaves
the Tourism Officer was invited to
speak.  They learnt tourism brings
two million visitors per year to the
Forest – worth £110m – mostly be-
ing day visitors, but the aim is to
get them to stay longer.  50% of
these are families, plus many
“empty nesters”.  She advised they
concentrate on that which is
unique – the daffodils and black
and white buildings.

The newsletter ends with an excit-
ing reminiscence of a visit to Jim
& Holly Chapman’s latest project
– a perry tree orchard near
Hartpury.  Since 2006 over 100 va-
rieties have been planted and were
viewed, walking through knee
high grasses. The orchards being
mown at end July to encourage the
seeding of wild flowers – then
grazed by sheep.   The Orchard
Centre, built with Heritage Lottery
Fund help, is equipped with all
machinery necessary to make and
teach the making of perry.  Carbon
neutral, powered by photovoltaic
energy;  effluent dealt with by
reedbeds.  An excellent example
of conservation at its best.
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SHERINGHAM & DISTRICT
PRESERVATION SOCIETY’S

30th Anniversary Edition has
many good things to celebrate,
although there is disquiet at the
quality of replacement blue
plaques which are deemed lower
quality than the originals.  The
Gallery Garden is now complete
BUT – a “weeder” is required!
Tesco have submitted yet another
planning application, whilst the
previous one is about to go before
a Judge for Judicial Review (

. Chairman,
Reg Grimes, airs his concern that
yet another proposal under
consideration has a bearing on the
Tesco bid – a Car Park - the result
of an agreement between Tesco
and the DC.  A Councillor told
him that in the event of Tesco’s
new application being refused, the
DC would not contest an appeal! -
if true making a mockery of the
planning system.

On the 6th/7th June an Open Meet-
ing and Exhibition at the St. John

Hall celebrated their 30th

Anniversary – an opportunity to
make the town aware of the full
range of activities in which it is
involved and just how much mon-
ey they have donated to local good
causes.  During this year £500 has
been donated to the Woodland
Trust for Pretty Corner; a tree
donated to the Arboretum;  HRU
sail has been professionally
cleaned; the Upcher sailor’s chest
propped open, a clear plastic
shield in place so visitors may see
the shaving set inside; and the
shop re-let - hopefully open until
Christmas. Cllr. Peter Cox, their
Honorary President recalled when
many were young and keen with
families - they had 500 members
including a younger section – a
situation they wish to repeat.  20
years ago the Society performed a
crucial role in establishing a
museum in Sheringham.   10 years
ago they numbered 300, and about
to embark on their greatest
project, creating the Heritage Cen-
tre on West Cliff – a magnificent
achievement.   Now 200 members
struggle to fulfil obligations
through lack of active members.
In its thirtieth year the Society has

to be revitalised.   Dr.John Gardin-
er, Treasurer, suggested a series of
informal meetings when newcom-
ers meet with more established res-
idents - apart from a short talk on
past achievements/future concerns,
it would be an opportunity to
recommend a builder or electrician
– or a particular garden centre.
Hopefully the Board of the Com-
munity Partnership will welcome
the proposal and be willing to work
with the Society, providing public-
ity and venues.

Visits to Sheringham Hall are to
take place in September. The
fascinating history of the forbears
of R.E.F.Pegg’s family is
continued - an early photograph of
George “Gully” Pegg shows his
cart and “dicky” (donkey) which he
kept in his “pightle” at the back of
his home, Garden Cottage.

There is an account of the 30th

Anniversary Dinner when busy
members were able to relax and
chat over a leisurely meal.  A
loving memorial to the life of Les-
lie George follows, who advised
on post-war food standards and
regulations, researched food
additives and problems with sal-
monella, etc., became involved on
retirement in a myriad of local
organisations, in particular the
Henry Ramey Upcher Lifeboat,
gleaning local knowledge from the
fishermen and lifeboat crew.

David Taylor writes of Peter Coke
and his determination to see his
shell creations displayed exactly as
he wished.  Being impressed by the
integrity of the Sheringham
Preservation Society and its
members’ dedication Peter felt cer-
tain no better place could be found
as a permanent home for his works
of art.

The 2008 Art Exhibition saw forty-
one artists submit 229 pictures.  Of
these 55 were sold and replaced by
29 others.   Although fewer than in
2007, more money was taken,
amounting to £3,304.94.  All ex-
penses met, the profit of £457.30 is
to purchase equipment for the re-
vamped Skateboard Park.

Mary Blyth, President of the

Museum Trust, reported that the
Manchester Unity of Oddfellows

was craned into position on 11th

May with great skill and precision.
Building work had started, and
will  finish in September, when
the artefacts will be displayed,
ready for the opening early in
2010, and fund raising continued.
A bright yellow questionnaire was
enclosed – hoping to further the
aim of arranging monthly
meetings/attracting new members.
Some attendees at the Exhibition
remarked the Society was too
modest – prompting a compilation
of a list of achievements - £80,000
contributed to a variety of local
projects; a £100,000 grant obtained
for local projects;  the HRU Life-
boat Shed opened in 1983;  reno-
vation of the Fishing Sheds which
were opened in 2006 to provide
further exhibition space;  annual
Art Exhibition from 1979;  initiat-
ing environmental projects which
led to formation of Sheringham in
Bloom;  agitating for town
museum which led to formation of
Sheringham Museum Trust;  alert
for problems and deficiencies;
scrutiny of planning applications;
setting up heritage walk with blue
plaques on significant historic
buildings.   A record of which to
be proud, see www.sheringham-
preservation.org.uk

TOTNES SOCIETY newsletter
arrived on line, as did Kirkby
Lonsdale’s, the only drawback to
this being our inability to include
them in a display of member
newsletters at future events. Offset
by the ease of extracting the con-
tent for this review. (However,
you can view it in full on their site
:www.totsoc.org.uk)

They report that South Hams DC
are running a series of eight
Enquiry by Design days to inform
their plans for housing/ employ-
ment and prioritise potential sites
– their Core Strategy requiring 400
homes by 2016 (and that again+ by
2026).  Two representatives of Tot-
Soc attended.  After a presentation
four groups were each asked to
discuss 40 possible sites and pre-
pare a short list.  Windfall sites,
and whether development of key
sites such as Baltic Wharf should
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be included as such, was hotly de-
bated and appeared resolved –
they should not!  Whether limits to
growth exist due to traffic flow,
parking, etc? The community
thought so, but current planning
processes did not! By the day’s
end some signs of consensus
emerged and the Prince’s
Foundation for the Built Environ-
ment were to prepare a Report.
Much publicity had been generat-
ed regarding the recent outline ap-
plication for Baltic Wharf.  Eight
local groups agreed with TotSoc
that it is a massive over develop-
ment – an increased number of
homes (yet reduced proportion of
affordable units) some buildings
six storeys high, with hugely in-
creased parking provision for
500+ vehicles.  A joint request that
the application be withdrawn has
been sent to SHDC.

Leechwell Garden, an idea which
grew from a series of community
events between 2003-2006 on the
future of the Southern Area - its
design by Charlotte Rathbone ap-
proved in 2006, is to be managed
by a new organisation, Leechwell
Garden Association, Totnes De-
velopment Trust providing the
charitable “umbrella”. The last
developer’s portacabin having
been removed, work can now
begin and a website for the project
can be viewed at
leechwellgarden.org.uk.

The Plaques Project proceeded
after many a meeting, discussions
with owners and successful fund-
ing bid to Awards for All.  Local
mason, Steve Allwood, recom-
mended slate be used and the
project was completed for £1,400.
The Town Mill, Guildhall, East
Gate and Museum were the
chosen sites, but sadly that
attached to East Gate was re-
moved by vandals within a fort-
night - TotSoc remain hopeful
someone’s conscience will see it
returned.

The Totnes Image Bank has a
record and this can be viewed at
the Town Mill.  A series on Totnes
Treasures – these being the indi-
vidual, unique shops which

prevent Totnes becoming a “clone
town” is started - the first to
feature being Nigel Pound’s
Totnes Wine Company, a splendid
wood-panelled Aladdin’s cave
with an owner happy to dispense
advice whether it be cheapish wine
for a party or chateau bottled at
£100+ for that special dinner – the
very antithesis of what we may im-
agine as the typical stuffy, aloof
wine merchant. His mix of local
customers is enjoyed - from com-
posers, film producers, TV
personalities to nurses and refuse
collectors - ordinary families who
like to buy a special bottle of wine
for a weekend treat.

There follows a recollection of the
contribution made to Totnes’
economy by the Reeves timber
yard.  All was hustle/bustle - a
noisy, dusty, untidy place - but
hive of activity which provided
skilled and unskilled jobs. The tim-
ber ships sailed up the Dart keep-
ing the channel open by dispersing
the silt.  The Harris Bacon Factory
– now Morrisons – and Dairy Crest
are two other large employers of
the past.

Louis Victory then gives an excel-
lent account of the programme un-
derway on the Sustainable
Communities Act, empowering
communities to shape their own
futures. If the proposals become
law they hope to see more
Community Land Trusts set up to
build affordable housing or start
social enterprise schemes to create
sustainable employment. The
current top priority is from Totnes
& District Community Strategy
Group – to give communities first
refusal if they wish to acquire
land/buildings put up for sale. This
would make it easier for Councils
to transfer assets to the community
and allow much improved national
funding for community
acquisitions. 10 proposals are to be
put to the South Hams Citizens’
Panel for a final vote on what
should go to the Local Government
Association.  It would also become
easier for local people to buy and
save their local shop, post office or
pub, a growing and often very nec-
essary trend in rural areas. Given
such proposals, the effect of the

Sustainable Communities Act
may well be to reinvigorate many
aspects of community life and
development.

TROWBRIDGE Civic Society
Chairman, Glyn Bridges, reports
on the changes wrought by new
Unitary status for Wiltshire
Council. Worryingly parishes can
no longer bring an item to com-
mittee by simply objecting to it – a
written request setting out the
material planning consideration(s)
which warrant an application
going before committee has to be
made.  Listed building consents to
alter/extend a property and
conservation area consents will
not be eligible for call-in but dealt
with under delegated powers –
and given the modern doors on
two houses in St.George’s
Terrace, once complete, were the
result of a planning officer deci-
sion alone, this does not inspire
confidence.  Fewer planning ap-
plications appeared to be a result
of the credit crunch, though nine
merited comment.   A double-
spread describing five classical
Trowbridge doorways follows,
drawing attention to their
detailing and whether they be
Doric, Ionic and Corinthian, or
Tuscan and composite.  Excellent
photographs accompany the arti-
cle so do visit the Society’s
website at
www.trowbridgecivicsociety.org.
uk to learn more of these grand
edifices.

Miss Vera Cole provides a
wonderful insight into her experi-
ences of working in a local
mill – working as a “twisters on”
in Palmer Mackays factory. Hav-
ing left school in 1938 she heard
there were jobs available and re-
ceived a message to “come on
down” – no interview required!
At that time so much work was
available in the town that if you
left your job at lunchtime, you
could have another by 2 pm.  She
worked from 7.45 to 5.45 pm with
an hour for lunch, whilst on
Saturday one worked from 8 am –
12 midday.
Holidays included Christmas &
Boxing Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Whit Monday and the
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first week in August – a total of
two weeks.  Her pay was 7/6d. a
week (37p)  Tea was provided mid
morning and afternoon, each
person supplying their own cup,
filled from an urn on the trestle
table – the piece workers returning
immediately to work as they could
not afford for the loom to stop.
During the war Vera was sent to
work in the nearby Spitfire Facto-
ry, working a twelve hour shift.  It
was piece work, with a bonus pay-
able for exceeding targets, and one
week she found she had earned £5!
She eventually returned to Palmer
Mackays and trained as a weaver,
continuing so for 17 years, until
she became a pattern weaver,
producing samples for sales pur-
poses.   Her work was complicated
and impossible to comprehend
were it not for the Trowbridge
Museum - a visit there with Kay
Austin, meant all the processes
could be explained in detail.

A book review, “The Bowyers
Site” by Ken Rogers, traces the

evolution of the area from the 17th

century to the present day.  An ar-
ticle by Andrew Milroy on the
Newtown School follows – being
a strong non-conformist area there
was pressure for another secular
school in the 1890s - the site being
donated by Sir Roger Brown,
whilst other wealthy families con-
tributed, the architect  being
Thomas Ball Silcock.   The plans
(and timetable) were exhibited at
the Paris Exhibition as “typical of
a Modern British School”.  The
cost, including heating, ventila-
tion, architect’s fees, bank inter-
est, furnishings, etc. was £6,400.
Nikolaus Pevsner wrote of it
“extremely pretty, brick and stone,
symmetrical, in a domestic
neo-Baroque” – yet despite its
newness, illness was a major prob-
lem and the infant section was
closed by a measles epidemic and
there were deaths from diphtheria
in 1909, whilst influenza closed
the school for a time in November
1918.  The article records how its
centenary was celebrated on 23
June 2000 and develops into a his-
tory of schooling in Trowbridge.

A report follows of their AGM in
March which was followed by a

talk by fellow member, James Elli-
ot, who for seventeen years was
City of Bath Listed Buildings Ar-
chitect - one of his greatest pleas-
ures was to see Bath chosen as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
He felt the future for listed build-
ings was by no means secure in
view of the present economic crisis
and with most local authorities no
longer requiring full professional
architectural training for
Conservation Officers.  Two excel-
lent photographs show members
on a visit to Berkley and
Rodden Churches, both buildings
dating from 1751.  The Berkley
churchyard contained bush vetch
and wood anemone, both
indicators of ancient woodland, the
name Berkley being derived from
Old English for “a clearing in a
birch wood”.   A short article by
Norman Rogers also on the subject
of milestones follows, but in this
case Trowbridge ones, and each is
illustrated.

VALE OF EVE-
SHAM Civic Society
newsletter also refers
to new regulations in
planning procedures
and the Community
Infrastructure Levy in-
troduced in the 2008
Act, to support the cost
of provision of infra-
structure, similar to 106
Agreements, but of
more limited scope.
There are provisions to
expedite household
appeals, reducing the
time available from 6 months to 12
weeks; plus powers to charge fees
for planning appeals.   Locally
there have been few changes al-
though the new superstore in Port
Street appears nearly ready to open
– all other sites with planning per-
mission appear to be on hold,
doubtless due to credit situation.
Although the application by
Rooftop Housing to renovate old
cottages in Cowl Street had been
welcomed, the County
Archaeological Service had drawn
attention to an undercroft which
requires further investigation, be-
ing at the heart of old Evesham
with many underground features
relating to the medieval period.

Easter 2010 has been announced as
the opening date for the Regal
Cinema with 100 seats at ground
level and 200 at balcony level with
a single screen.  Its art deco interi-
or to be restored with a bar.  Plans
include a roof top restaurant with
ideas for live music, fashion
shows, exhibitions and more.
This should transform Port Street
and will be most welcome.  It is
now hoped that work to the
Market Square and High Street
will commence end September,
with a long break for the Christ-
mas shopping period.  No details
available of materials, but should
be forthcoming soon.  The owners
of the Riverside Shopping Pre-
cinct are at last alert to the need to
revitalise the area but unfortunate-
ly insist that their plans involve
the removal of the maturing tree
which has become such an en-
hancing feature of the square.   A
popular place for people to con-
gregate, the developers argue it
obscures the surrounding shop

fronts.   The Society intend to
mount a vigorous campaign, argu-
ing the need for the facades to be
revamped to attract shoppers, not
tree removal!   (A more recent
newspaper report claims 600 have
signed their petition)

The eco town proposal for Long
Marston continues to be debated
and an Inquiry has begun at
Wolverhampton.  Thankfully it is
to be taken into account when the
numbers of houses to be built in
this region over the next 20 years
is decided – that was not always
so.   Concern is expressed at the
numbers of advertising banners
tied to railings surrounding High
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Street, and increasingly along the
railings on Waterside.  In the view
of the Society this makes the town
look tatty.
Regulations in Pershore are being
enforced by Wychavon DC re-
questing shopkeepers to remove
them – but many of these are
sponsored by Wychavon itself,

advertising their own events and
affairs!   These do not require per-
mission, a situation which could
make the DC’s requests more diffi-
cult to enforce.   Empty shops pro-
liferate and Wychavon has
suggested exhibitions should be
mounted to mitigate the starkness
of the empty windows.  The Socie-

ty is considering making a contri-
bution, relevant to its activities
and ambitions.
A visit by members was enjoyed
in the company of Coventry’s blue
badge guides.   Will Buxton be
next?
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ASHTAV Events 2010

We are in the process of arranging a series of exciting events for 2010, and
below is a summary of what we intend to whet your appetite.

Centre for the Built Environment, Kellogg College:
Herbert Lane Launch

The Centre for the Built Environment has been partially funded by the
legacy of Herbert Lane, ASHTAV founder. We will be hosting an
evening event to launch the new facility. The launch will take place in
April – May 2010 in Oxford.

Make do and Mend: reusing rural buildings for housing

Many rural ASHTAV members are concerned about the prospect of major
new housing development. This event will examine the policy and
practicalities surrounding reuse of historic buildings as homes in rural
areas. To be held in June in the North West.

ASHTAV AGM: New development in historic areas

Our AGM will be the usual mix of business and pleasure. The meeting
will take place in the South West in October, in a previously derelict
historic building brought back to life as a community resource alongside
an eco-friendly housing development.

Following our successful Oxford event ‘Protecting Local Heritage: can
communities make a difference?’ we are exploring the possibility of a
training day to provide members with the skills they need to engage
effectively in the heritage planning process. Further details of all the 2010
events will be available in the next newsletter.



For many, gated
communities are seen
as mainly an American
phenomenon with
advertisements in the
American Press
extolling the amenities
available in
communities such as
Cardiff by the Sea
Apartment Homes in
California that
include: “Pool, Spa,
Sauna, Laundry, Gate,
On-site Management,
Storage Space, Fitness
Center, On-site
Maintenance, Sundeck,
Elevator, High Speed
Internet Available,
Near Public Transit,
24-Hour Availability, BBQ/Picnic
Area, Controlled Access,
Courtyard,
and Sports Courts”. Such
advertisements even include
details of the policy regarding pets
as follows:

“Pet Policy
Cats and Dogs are allowed. Maxi-
mum weight of pet(s): 25lbs. Maxi-
mum number of pet(s): 2.
Restrictions or other terms: In-
door pet only. $300 deposit $25
monthly rent for cat $500 deposit
$50 monthly rent for dog.”

Although the above may raise a
smile or two, especially trying to
relate it to our own Cardiff, the
gated community has now become
part of the British scene.

Gated communities fall into three
groups. There are fortress develop-
ments like the Bow Quarter – a
luxurious complex of 700 one and
two bedroom apartments and pent-
houses set in seven acres of land-
scaped grounds walled off from
the surrounding area (a deprived
sector of east London) with round

–the-clock security guards and doz-
ens of infra-red surveillance
cameras.

There are also what one might call
leisure communities, like the one
at Nether Green in Sheffield which
has 180 apartments and townhous-
es focused around a
leisure centre and swimming pool
whilst others have golf courses,
marinas, spas, saunas and their
own restaurants.

The third type is dubbed the
“prestige community” where gating

suggests exclusivity and the pres-
ence of the “gate” can add as much
as 26% to the value of each proper-
ty in the enclave.

But many places- like the twee
new “English village” with what
the developer’s marketing people
described as “the village green,
duck pond, pub and corner shop,
but all safely tucked behind the es-
tate walls, protected by a gate-
house entrance with 24-hour
security” combine fortress, leisure
and prestige within a single
development.

Research undertaken between
October 2002 and July 2003 by the
University of Glasgow and
Sheffield Hallam University found
that in England there were at that
time over 1,000 gated communities.
The following definition of a gated

community was utilised for the
research:

“Walled or fenced housing develop-
ments to which public access is
restricted, often guarded using
CCTV and/or security personnel,
and
usually characterised by legal
agreements which tie the residents
to a common code of conduct.”

Such communities are to be found
in a third of local authority plan-
ning areas, predominantly in
London and the South East but al-
so in other regions. The large ma-
jority of gated communities were
newly built at the time of the
research and for the most part
located in suburban areas of towns
and cities. Such developments are
almost invariably built by private
developers primarily for owner
occupation. The research found
that the largest proportion of gated
communities include family
dwellings and the most common
building type was an apartment or
flat aimed at affluent groups, not
the very affluent as is sometimes
assumed  (although this may be a
more accurate assumption in
American situations).So what is it
that people like so much that they
are drawn to gated communities?
The research found that security

Gated Communities
By John Shaw

All photographs including the front cover reproduced courtesy of
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was perceived to be the main driv-
er of demand with two other fac-
tors being the exclusive and
distinctive nature of gated commu-
nities and the perceived safety of
investing in properties within
these developments. As
reported in an article in the
Independent newspaper (Saturday

3rd February 2007) in a survey car-
ried out for the Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors, 72% of
gated community residents agreed
that “greater security” was their
number one reason for their
choice of home. Good resale value
motivated 38%, child safety 1%,
peace and quiet 17%, and 6% were
most attracted by the fact that the
other residents would be “people
like us”.

Whatever the reason for choosing
to live in a gated community there
is divided opinion as to whether
they are a good thing or not. Also
there is a dearth of planning policy
advice or guidance to local plan-
ning authorities, although the Of-
fice of the Deputy Prime Minister
in 2004 issued advice that “it is nor-
mally preferable for new develop-
ment to be integrated into the
wider community … the gating of
developments should only be con-
sidered as a last resort.”

In an interview with David Gale in
1998 for BBC Radio 3 J G Ballard,
when discussing his view of a

“Grave New World”, was in little
doubt about the worthiness of gat-
ed communities when he said:

“….what do we see at the end of the
20th Century? We see the churches
empty, in the West that is, and
people in the most advanced
societies, in Western Europe and
the United States, moving more
and more into gated communities,
where security is the dominant
concern. And that's in many ways
to be deplored, I mean if you think
of what society invests in the
training of its leading professionals,
its doctors, architects, lawyers and
so on, for them then to opt out and
move into a gated community
where they exist behind huge
arrays of electronic padlocks, and
have no interaction with the rest of
society in their social hours, is a
deplorable state of affairs. I think
the way in which the gated
community is springing up all over
the world now is an ominous sign.
It's a sign that something is deeply
wrong with the societies that have
evolved at the end of the 20th
Century, and it's not... people
aren't moving into gated
communities simply to avoid

muggers and housebreakers,
they're moving into gated
communities to get away from
other people. Even people like
themselves, that's the curious
thing. 'Cos inside most gated
communities there's very little
social life; people are happy to
enter their executive houses and
stay there.”

Even further back in time G K
Galbraith in 1958 spoke of closed
societies leading to private
affluence and public squalor
(The Affluent Society)  Similar
views were held by one of the
authors of the ODPM report who
admitted that the researchers were
all relatively opposed to the idea
of gated communities in principle
and in the case of one gated
community it was so exclusive
that they wouldn’t allow a
researcher on to the premises and
interviews had to be conducted by
telephone! Little wonder that the
conclusions of the report are
negative. The desire for gated
communities grew from a social
ecology built on fear, they worsen
social cohesion and represent a
privatisation of the public realm.
Gates were a metaphor for a
breakdown of community ties and



the fragmentation of the nation’s
political landscape.

Are gated communities a symptom
of a broken society and will they
hasten further breakdown contrary
to virtually every aim of
government policy directed at

“building communities”? Or are
they a means of ensuring that at
leastsome sections of the wider
community can live in places
wheretheir needs are met close at
hand with well designed housing,
leisure and social facilities and
surely, these latter factors should
be being delivered for all through
the town planning system?

Apart from the ODPM report there
has been little study of gated
communities and opinions of the
wider population are largely based
on anecdotal evidence. However,
gated communities do present
logistical problems in terms of
rubbish collection, policing and
other public services leading to

“private” taxation systems in some
parts of America, an evolution that

is most unlikely to occur in
England.

The few studies that have occurred
have tended to balance the
negative aspects with evidence that
gated communities have been
followed by economic growth in
the area near them, particularly in
inner city areas. Chris Webster,
Professor of Urban Planning at
Cardiff University reports that
following the introduction of gated
communities in Cardiff Bay four
supermarkets have been provided
within walking distance of
traditionally deprived areas where
previously none would have been
built.

He also says that “there’s plentiful
evidence that the infrastructure,
services and facilities – shops and
schools - have been vastly
improved with the arrival of
middle class gated apartments in
deprived inner-city areas.”

Opinion about gated communities
has tended to polarise to being

either in favour of or against them.
Where they have occurred there is
little doubt that the design of the
developments themselves have
tended to be of a higher quality
(reflecting the affluence of the
customers?) than other private
developments.

Again this begs the question that
shouldn’t high quality design and
good facilities be available to all
and shouldn’t the development
plans of our local authorities have
policies to ensure this? Most local
planning authorities in England
are currently prepring their local
development frameworks within
which the new developments that
will come forward as the economy
moves out of recession – how
many will contain specific policies
relating to gated communities or
will merely contain the platitudes
that development should lead to
the creation and maintenance of

“sustainable communities” without
really defining what they are?
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10.30–12.00   Starting from outside The Ossington pub (town side of the river in
                                  Beast Market Hill, opposite the Castle entrance )

a walking tour of this attractive, historic town, led by
                         George Wilkinson of the Newark Civic Trust

12.00– 1.45 Pub lunch at The Mayze in Castlegate  (opposite The Ossington)

  2.00- 3.15 AGM in the Council Chamber of Newark’s Grade I listed
                        Georgian Town Hall, in the Market Place, followed by

                        A presentation by Sarah Chadd, restorer of Muskham
                        Hall, near Newark, founder of The St Georges Trust

           3.00- 3.45      Tea, biscuits and chat.

NEWARK is a busy and lively small town with a wide variety of well-preserved buildings
of architectural interest and merit. If you have the time, it is well worth considering
spending a night or two in the area which boasts many places of interest. Full
information about staying in Newark is available from the Newark Tourist Information
Centre, tel: 01636 655765 or online at
www. visitnewarkandsherwood.co.uk .

We suggest using Tolney Lane Car Park, just across the river from the castle, off the
B6326, on the northwest side of Newark.  For those travelling by rail, the more
convenient is Newark Castle.  Parking charges for Tolney Lane and Newark Castle
station car park are £2.30 for 4+ hours.

There is disabled access to both The Mayze and the Town Hall.  Please let us know if
you will need to be shown this access.

Though there is no charge for the AGM, we would like to know whether we can expect to see you.
Please contact Ela Palmer: Lower Homestalls, New Pond Hill, Cross in Hand,
East Sussex, TN21 0LX01435 865846, 07969 698290, www.ashtav.org.uk
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